Who will remember?
Leaving a Gift that Lives on ...
A child remembered ... a life not forgotten
Everything we provide in Darfur is aimed specifically at helping children no one else
seems to care about, and the key to why our help is so effective, is that everything lasts,
and lasts. Our projects are long term. This is why leaving a Legacy to Kids for Kids is so
special. It becomes a living memorial of a life well spent, that will transform lives too,
not just for one child, but for many; year after year.
When preparing your Will, we know that family comes first. Although
40% of people in the UK give money to charity, only 5% leave a legacy to
the causes that they care about most.
Recently, we were honoured to learn that a long term supporter of Kids
for Kids had left a gift in her Will. She knew that we would be able to
provide a permanent and lasting memorial in her name, which would not
only help children to survive in Darfur, but would help to lift a whole
community out of abject poverty, forever. The hope for the future, from
this wonderful donation is indescribable.
We are proud that all of our projects are sustainable and are not only identified by the
villagers themselves, but are managed by them so that they are fully accountable. Funds
cannot go astray, because everything is documented and receipted. Remembering Kids
for Kids when preparing your Will, ensures that your family can be safe in the
knowledge that not only will your gift be helping children who are in desperate need, for
many years to come, but you will not be forgotten.
If you already have a Will, a simple codicil, witnessed, is all that is needed.

Kids for Kids is so grateful for every legacy
we receive as we rely entirely on donations.
Every gift no matter the size, will be helping
the children of Darfur for many years to
come, becoming your legacy for children of
the future.
If you would like to learn more about including Kids for
Kids in your Will, please contact Patricia Parker,
Founder, on 07957 206440 or email to
patricia@kidsforkids.org.uk, or write in confidence to: Patricia Parker MBE Kids for Kids P O Box 456 Dorking
Surrey RH4 2WS.
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